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From Flux IT Ports we know that break bulk business is complex and unique at each terminal,
therefore we developed Break Bulk Platform, a solution that aims at giving support to the break
bulk workflow all along the terminal (gates, yard and warehouses) during import and export
activities by means of integration with the terminal TOS and pre-existent systems .

Keep an eye on your cargo
and make it ﬂow.

BreakBulk BL Detail
Stripping BL BLIMPORT2
BreakBulk Discharge

Visit FLUX VESSEL, crane VESSEL 01, Vessel Bay
BLIMPORT2
BILL OF LADING
BAY 1

CARGO LOT

10000064-1-1

COMMODITY

SHOES

Discharged 560.0/ 1000.0

Store

Commodity
IRONS 1TON
Quantity
33

IRONS 1TON
Quantity

Tag

1000.0

12345678

TAKE A PICTURE

CONFIRM
STRIP

Stowplan for
cargo discharge

Cargo tagging
for internal trace

Break
Bulk.
Operations-focused
solution

Damages and
inspection
recording

Cargo
management

Beneﬁts
Break Bulk Platform,
a powerful and ﬂexible
tech for your business.

Supports and systematize the break
bulk handling process.
Provides a mobile user-friendly
solution for yard operations.
Integrates with the TOS and the
terminal ecosystem.

A solution that optimizes
critical yard operations, saving
significant time and costs
during the break bulk handling.

Break
Bulk

BreakBulk Inventory
BreakBulk Discharge

Detail of Cargo Lot 12345678

Visit FLUX VESSEL, crane VESSEL 01, Vessel Bay
BILL OF LADING
BAY 1

Discharged 560.0/ 1000.0
Commodity

BLIMPORT2

CARGO LOT ID

10000064-1-1

CATEGORY

IMPRT

LOT QUANTITY

1000.0

LOT WEIGHT

20000.0

POSITION

Y-YARD1-RAMP

TAG

12345678

IRONS 1TON

Features
Details

Quantity
33

CONFIRM

ADD DAMAGE

1

3

Stowplan for cargo
discharge

2

MOVE

Pain: stowplan information lacks of TOS support
during the cargo discharge.

Pain: the special services and business workflows
arising from sales agreement need to be fulfill.

Details: the stowplan is generated from announced
cargo simplifying the discharge process.

Details: Break Bulk Platform can be customized to
support all the business constraints.

Cargo tagging for internal
trace

4

Pain: heterogeneous tags use by cargo shippers (i.e.
handwritten or not waterproof) makes it harder to
trace the cargo along the terminal facilities.

Cargo management

Damages and inspection
recording
Pain: any cargo damages or provided services need
to be documented.
Details: images and videos can be attached to work
tasks so that a report can be automatically sent at
the end of the shift.

Details: Break Bulk Platform allows to tag
uniformly the cargo in such a way its recognition
becomes easy.

5

Sales agreement fulﬁlment

6

Operations-focused solution

Pain: the cargo may need to be staﬀed and split
into/from a container, relocated during its stowing,
etc.

Pain: the available tools do not adapt properly to
operator’s needs being detriment to his
performance.

Details: all the basic cargo management actions
are supported by this tool.

Details: the tool allows proficient cargo’s
information management by simplifying those
complex tasks.

Give support to your business with Break Bulk Platform.
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